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In this issue we continue to pray for

AGRICULTURE PROJECT

growth of faith in and around Poipet.

Growing stable jobs and firm faith

We thank you for your prayers, and
ask that you would continue to

NEW FACES
The arrival of the Tearfund Team
@cambodianhope

Cambodian Hope
Organization

support us through the challenges
some of our projects are now
facing.

SCHOOL ON A MAT
Education that reaches out
JOIN THE EFFORT
Discover the ways you can get
involved with CHO’s work.
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Want to join the mailing list?
Email chomno_in@yahoo.com

PLANTING SEEEDS
CHO’s Agriculture Project is
dedicated to providing
sustainable jobs in agriculture
to struggling people in
Cambodia. It teaches them
how to market and sell their
produce and how to recover
seeds to replenish their
Pictured: One of the many farms partnered with CHO’s Agriculture Project

supply.

WORKING RELATIONSHIPS

THE FACTS
Agriculture accounts for 35% of

Peak San, 68, has been working in partnership with

Cambodia’s GDP, but employs 56%

CHO’s Agriculture Project for five years, training

of its workforce.

prospective farmers to plant and harvest sustainably and

Since 2004, average agricultural

cleanly.
Her main produce

income has increased by 206%

includes pumpkins,
Due to recent agricultural growth,

gourds, string beans and

poverty in Cambodia has decreased

mangoes, which she sells

from 53% to 18% of the population

at the market for $0.10 -

since 2005, but most of these are
on the margins. A decrease in

Pictured: Peak San

$0.15 per kilogram.

earning of 1200 riel per person

Recently, Peak San encountered difficulty when a fire

every day would bring the figure

used for preparing a nearby field for planting caught on

back up to 40%

the dry wind and burned 300 of her 400 mango trees.

GET INVOLVED

PRAY FOR…
Your prayers are a powerful force in what we do. Pray for the sustainability

If you

want to make

a

contribution to support the

of Peak San’s partnership with CHO and the livelihoods of those she
instructs. Pray that the Lord will take this project to greater heights.
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Agriculture Project, please
email litajump04@gmail.com

WORKING RELATIONSHIPS - what the Team says

WELCOMING TEAM UK
For a long time now, CHO has
been inviting teams of volunteers
to spend six months in Poipet as
a

voluntary

part

of

the

organisation.
This

February, a

representing

new

Tearfund,

team,
arrived

from the UK. They have yet to

Pictured: the team coming together for the first time

get used to everything about

“I hope my perspective will be

culture in Cambodia, but they are

changed. I think it already has, just

integrating

well

organisation

into

already.

after a month, but I’d like it to be

the

changed even more, just so I can
be more grateful for what I have at

This

home and get a new understanding

includes teaching at Safe Haven

of how different people live.”

School and Destiny Institute, as

- Katy McGuinness

well as leading devotions and
“I’m willing to help them in

sermons.

whatever ways they need.

While it might take them a while

longer to learn the language, we
are thankful that they have settled

I

don’t just want to sit back and
just do the minimum; I want to

give them something to take
forward.”
- Reuben Crew

in well and are eager to see the

“I’d

impact they will make here.

really

like

to

have

real

experiences and stories so I know
what they’re going through here,

WE NEED YOU!
If

you

are

interested

what areas need prayer, where

in

they’re

struggling

and

where

they’re flourishing. Even when I

volunteering with CHO in

leave, I hope I always carry a

Cambodia, or have skills you

burden to pray for Cambodia.”

think might help us, please
contact

team

- Grace Merriweather

co-ordinator

Rosa Jump at:

Tearfund is a UK-based Christian organisation whose aim is to provide aid
and relief to those in greatest need and,

mj.rosa@yahoo.com

ultimately, eradicate extreme poverty.
Find out how you can help out at https://www.tearfund.org
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PRAY FOR…

SCHOOL ON A MAT

At CHO, we believe prayer makes a
difference. The prayers of our staff,
volunteers and supporters are the
foundation of the organisation. Your
prayers are important too.
Join us in praying for…

ACCESS TO WATER
This year there is a water shortage
Pictured: School on a Mat in Santepheap Knong

that could seriously affect the lives of

School on a Mat is a service CHO offers to extend education to

people living in villages. Please pray

those who could not otherwise receive it. 79% of Cambodia

for provision and for CHO’s water

lives in rural dwellings, rather than in cities or towns in which

project.

schools are readily accessible. Partnering with several villages
around Poipet, CHO brings school to them. Classes involve,

THE UMOJA PROJECT

English language, Khmer, mathematics, hygiene and lifestyle.

Pray

that

the

staff

will

be

Since arriving in early February, Team UK has participated in

encouraged to help people change

the School on a Mat project, teaching the children English with

and unite their communities.

games, songs and stories from the Bible.
While their participation has been a great service to the children,
the team has also benefitted from interacting with the villages

SMART HOME
CHO is starting a home security

that host the school:

project called Smart Home. Join us
“I

don’t

really

know what

I

expected before going, but I’m

in praying for its successful start.

really excited to do more with
them.

I just want them to take

away from it that God is real, God
is good, God is a great God and
they can rely on him”

- Emily Mitchell

SAFE HAVEN SCHOOL
Pray for funds to support the new
buildings being made to teach more
children at Safe Haven School.

Please pray that School on a Mat would continue to be a
blessing for both children and teachers over the coming months.
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Follow the link to find out more:
https://youtu.be/-0YUMfAyVLw

